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Fund information  

Investment Manager Denker Capital 

Portfolio Managers Ricco Friedrich 
B.Bus.Sc., Post Grad Acc, CA(SA), CFA®  
Claude van Cuyck 
B.Comm. (Hons), CFA®  

Salient risk factors This fund is relatively high risk in relation to 
other asset classes due to its equity based 
investment approach, however the        
investment manager aims to reduce the 
overall risk by their value and  
fundamental stance. 

Base currency ZAR 

Benchmark Notional benchmark consisting of 98%  
equity (SWIX) , 2% cash (Call rate). 

Fund size R2.1 billion 

Launch date January 2007 

Minimum assets R100 million 

Asset allocation ranges Equities between 98% - 100%; Cash < 2% 

Regulatory constraints Not Regulation 28 compliant given fund’s 
unconstrained nature. 

Risk profile 
The fund is actively managed and thus  
investors should be willing to potentially 
tolerate more volatility versus the market in 
the short-term 

Overview 
The Denker Unconstrained Equity product offers investors access to our 
best investment ideas, without the restrictions that usually come with  
benchmark-related investing. 

Investment objective 
We aim to deliver positive real returns that exceed the local equity  
market in the long-term. 

Investment philosophy 
We are active value investors who place more emphasis on track record 
and fact than forecast and speculation. We invest according to our  
estimate of a company’s fair value based on normalised operating  
conditions. We aim to capitalise on mispricing in the equity markets that 
arise as a result of human emotions (mainly fear and greed) and  
differences in investor time horizons. 

Investment mandate 
The fund performance is measured against a notional benchmark  
consisting of 98% equity, 2% cash. Although the fund doesn’t invest  
according to a benchmark, for performance measurement purposes its 
benchmark for the equity component is SWIX and, for the cash compo-
nent, it is the call rate. 

About the managers 
The portfolio is jointly managed by award-winning Ricco Friedrich  
and Claude van Cuyck from Denker Capital who together have 32 years 
investment experience across a range of different industries. 

Investment horizon 

We don’t judge our performance on anything less than three years  
because in the short-term, share prices tend to behave in a fairly      
random manner. 

Who should invest 

The product is best suited to clients who: 
Prefer an active, differentiated and less conventional approach to  

investing; 
Value the importance of an absolute mindset to picking stocks; 
Do not view risk as short-term volatility against a benchmark, but   

rather a permanent loss of capital; 
Prefer to take a longer term view when building wealth; 
Want to gain full exposure to the investment professionals’ best ideas. 

Top 10 holdings Annualised returns 

  

Sector exposure Cumulative performance (since inception) 

  

 

 

 

 

Share Weight (%) Share Weight (%) 

Sanlam Global      
Financial Fund 9.2% Combined Motor 

Holdings 3.5% 

Naspers 5.2% Barclays 3.5% 

Anglo American 5.2% Reinet 3.3% 

Sanlam Global Best 
Ideas Fund 4.6% Standard Bank 3.2% 

Old Mutual 3.9% Oracle Corporation 3.1% 
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Portfolio manager quarterly comment Fees (annual)  
 

 Balance in the fund at the 
date of recovery of the fee 

Fee per  
annum 

 

 First R150m 0.55%  

 Next R150m 0.50%  

 Next R200m 0.45%  

 Next R500m 0.40%  

The fee is recovered at the end of each month (in effect this will be  
one-twelfth of the above annual percentage)  

Performance fee structure  

 Performance fees at 20% of the returns above a pre-determined  
benchmark. 

 Performance fees are calculated on a rolling 36-month out-
performance, as the idea is to promote longer-term out-
performance. 

 Fees will be phased in from inception to the first 36 months. 

Market overview 
 
Without a doubt, 2017 was an eventful year full of surprises for South Africans. With elevated 
levels of government corruption, further cabinet reshuffles, a ballooning budget deficit, busi-
ness and consumer confidence at extremely low levels, credit downgrades, ailing GDP growth, 
the Steinhoff debacle and finally, a ray of sunshine with the election of Cyril Ramaphosa as the 
next ANC president. Although there is a clear split in the top six candidates of the National 
Executive Committee (NEC), with half in the Ramaphosa camp and half in the Nkosazana 
Dlamini-Zuma camp, we are hopeful that Ramaphosa will be able to reduce government 
corruption and influence government policy in the right direction.  
 
With all the challenges we faced in 2017, who would have guessed that the rand would have 
been the sixth best performing emerging market currency in the world, appreciating by 10.9% 
relative to the dollar (albeit that 9.5%, was achieved in the fourth quarter). The reality is, as has 
been evidenced in the past, markets pre-empt bad news so the fear of credit downgrades, 
political challenges and the weak economy were priced into the rand a while ago. 
 
From an equity market perspective, the FTSE/JSE Capped Shareholders Weighted All Share 
Index (Capped Swix) was up 16.5% for the year and 8.4% for the quarter. The FTSE/JSE Share-
holders Weighted All Share Index (Swix) and the FTSE/JSE All Share Index (Alsi) were up 21.2% 
and 21% respectively for the year and 9.6% and 7.4% respectively for the quarter. Once again, 
Naspers had a massive impact on the overall markets return for the year with its share price 
up 71.8%. Excluding Naspers, the Swix and Alsi returns were 11.26% and 12.96% respectively. 
 
The small and mid cap sectors lagged the overall returns of the market with small caps up 3% 
for the year and mid cap shares up 7.4%. This highlights the extent of the concentration of the 
market’s overall returns in large cap shares, driven by the Top40 shares that were up 23.1% for 
the year. To further understand the concentration of returns in the market it is important to 
note that of the 176 stocks that make up the Alsi 41 stocks (i.e. 23%) outperformed the market 
– this means that 77% of the stocks on the JSE underperformed. A total of 59 stocks (34%) had 
negative returns in 2017. The median return of the 176 stocks was a meagre 1.35%.  
 
From a sector perspective, the quarter was dominated by the performance of financials post 
the outcome of the ANC elective conference. A Ramaphosa win saw financials return 16% over 
the quarter, while resources and industrials lagged with returns of 4.9% and 4.7% respectively. 
 
Performance 
 
The portfolio returns lagged the overall market as a result of our underweight position in 
Naspers and the underperformance of our investment in the Naspers core assets. The an-
nouncement by Steinhoff of the resignation of the CEO, Markus Jooste, together with the 
announcement that they had appointed PWC to perform an independent investigation into 
accounting irregularities took us and the market by surprise. We acted swiftly and immediately 
sold out of our investment. Our decision was based on the inability to assess the true value of 
the business on the basis of not being able to rely on the audited financial statements. We sold 
out at an average price of approximately 1880 cps. The valuation underpin, in our opinion, was 
the value of Steinhoff’s holding in PSG, KAP and Steinhoff Africa Retail (three listed investments 
that it owns). This closely equates to the exit price of our investment. 
 
On a more positive note, Ramaphosa being elected was generally positive for many of the 
domestic SA stocks that we hold in the portfolio. For the quarter, Barclays Group Africa was up 
by 29.7%, Foschini was up 44.8%, and Standard Bank rose 24.2%, while Tiger Brands and Pick n 
Pay rose 21.9% and 21.2% respectively. Some of our small cap holdings like Adcorp and Italtile 
rose 20.6% and 12% respectively.  
 
Over the 12 month period ending December 2017, two of our core resources holdings per-
formed well. Northam Platinum rose 29.7% and Anglo American was up 34.2%.  Our best 
performing small cap holdings were Altron and Hudaco up 34% and 31% respectively. 
 
Outlook 
 
A Ramaphosa victory was crucial, in our opinion, for South Africa. This is likely to result in a 
gradual improvement in both business and consumer confidence over time. We must, howev-
er, not expect a swift recovery. Much damage has been done to the economy due to the high 
levels of corruption and poor execution of economic policies that have weighed heavily on the 
growth outlook in South Africa in a period where the rest of the world has shown synchronised 
growth. The synchronised global recovery, however, will likely provide much needed support 
to the SA economy and together with a more stable rand and deft leadership from Rama-
phosa, the domestic outlook for 2018 is likely to be more encouraging than 2017. 
 
Commodity prices remain strong with copper prices up 30.5% in 2017, iron ore prices have 
been surprisingly strong given increased supply and while platinum prices are only up by 2.8% 
in 2017 ($ prices), the palladium price is up by 56%. The oil price has also been strong, rising by 
12.5% in 2017. Commodity prices remain supportive of a more stable rand and we would 
expect our resource stocks to continue to see earnings upgrades as analysts factor in the 
higher commodity prices. This should be positive for our holdings in Anglo American, BHP 
Billiton, Northam Platinum and Sasol. 
 
The many conversations that we had with management teams last year pointed to a “wait and 
see” approach to the outcome of the ANC elective conference. Corporate SA was reluctant to 
invest additional capital in an uncertain political environment. Although the ANC elective 
conference concluded with somewhat of a compromised NEC we believe the Ramaphosa win, 
and the fact that there is greater certainty now that the elective conference is behind us, will 
result in Corporate SA being more decisive in their capital allocation decisions. This, we believe 
will be more supportive of some of the small and mid cap shares that have lagged the overall 
markets returns over the last few years. This will be positive for our clients’ portfolios. 
 
Should the rand remain stronger and more stable in 2018, we could expect some of the larger 
rand hedges to tread water and show more modest returns in 2018. However, this is a general 
statement and returns will clearly be determined by the underlying performance of the com-
panies we own in the portfolio. We believe that the outlook for British American Tobacco, 
Reinet and Richemont remain positive and hence support our holdings in these rand hedges. 
 
Overall, we believe that the portfolio is well positioned for 2018, especially in the environment 
that we have described above. We see significant value in domestic SA stocks, in particular in 
the small and mid cap sectors. The portfolio remains well diversified with broad exposure to 
small, mid and large cap shares as well as domestic SA and select rand hedges where we see 
long-term value. 

Risk profile (aggressive)  
You can afford to take on a higher level of risk (i.e. will have a greater exposure to equities in your 
portfolio) because of your investment time horizon, or your appetite for risk. You know that in 
taking the risk, you need to be patient if you want to achieve the results. So you are willing to 
invest for the long-term and are prepared to tolerate some volatility in the short term, in anticipa-
tion of the higher returns you expect to receive in five years or beyond. 

Disclosures 
The information in this communication or document belongs to Denker Capital (Pty) Ltd (Denker 
Capital).  This information should only be evaluated for its intended purpose and may not be 
reproduced, distributed or published without our written consent.   While we have undertaken to 
provide information that is true and not misleading in any way, all information provided by Denker 
Capital is not guaranteed and is for illustrative purposes only.  The information does not take the 
circumstances of a particular person or entity into account and is not advice in relation to an 
investment or transaction. Because there are risks involved in buying or selling financial products, 
please do not rely on any information without appropriate advice from an independent financial 
adviser.  We will not be held responsible for any loss or damages suffered by any person or entity 
as a result of them relying on, or not acting on, any of the information provided. 

Source of performance figures: Morningstar.  Returns are annualised.  Annualised returns are 
returns for a period that are scaled to one year.  Please note that past performances are not 
necessarily an accurate determination of future performances, and that the value of investments 
may go down as well as up.  Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value, 
price or income of the product.  Actual investment performance of the portfolio and the investor 
will differ depending on the initial fees applicable, the actual investment date, and the date of 
reinvestment of income as well as dividend withholding tax. The Investment Manager does not 
provide any guarantee either with respect to the capital or the return of a portfolio.  The perfor-
mance of the portfolio depends on the underlying assets and variable market factors.  Perfor-
mance is based on NAV to NAV calculations with income reinvestments done on the ex-div 
date.  The Manager has the right to close any portfolios to new investors to manage them more 
efficiently in accordance with their mandates.   

Denker Capital (Pty) Ltd is a licensed financial services provider.      
FSP NUMBER    47075      
REGISTRATION NUMBER    2015/174919/07 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS   RJH Friedrich, CS Kooyman, CE van Cuyck     
NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS   CC Roothman, R Roux 
COMPANY SECRETARY    LJ du Plessis 

Contact us 

6th Floor, The Edge, 3 Howick Close, Tyger Falls, Bellville, 7530 
Private Bag X8, Tygervalley, 7536  

T +27 21 950 2670 E 

W www.denkercapital.com  

service@denkercapital.com  


